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 America’s Asian population has been soaring since the 1965 immigration reforms and 

should reach 20 million by 2020 (Chang 1). In a democratic political system in which, 

theoretically, the number of voters is a predictor of political bloc power and status, Asian 

Americans are emerging, as they must to protect their interests, as a force. Asian American 

political involvement has, consequently, been acquiring a more significant focus (Nakanishi 1) by 

analysts and the media. Their electoral involvement, however, is not the political activity upon 

which the mainstream media has concentrated recently. 

The Fundraising Scandal 

 In the year since the 1996 elections, the media have described at length Democratic 

National Committee (DNC)  fundraising in the Asian American community. U.S. law requires 

contributors to be U.S. citizens, noncitizen permanent residents (Nash and Wu 16), or 

corporations (or their subsidiaries) which generate revenue in the United States (Holloway 20). 

Asian Americans donated over $3 million to the DNC of which nearly $1 million was returned 

when its source was discovered to be foreign. Few donors or party members soliciting 

donations fully understood the campaign regulations. The DNC  performed an audit to verify the 

sources of its donors’ money, calling its Asian American supporters “to ask whether they were 

citizens; how much money they earned; who employed them; and whether they would authorize 

the party to obtain a credit report on them” (Nash and Wu 15). There clearly were some 

intentional violations of campaign regulations and at the least impropriety on the part of the 
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Clinton team, yet did that justify a racist audit and Thompson’s racist hearings? DNC Chair 

Romer claims “We had to do it” (Nash and Wu 15).   

 The mainstream media have neglected to question the racial angle the proceedings are 

taking. Analysts, commentators and politicians overlook the difference between legal 

contributions from Asian Americans and illegal donations from nonresident foreigners. This 

“guilt-by-association” emphasizes the place of all of Asian ancestry as foreigners in the 

mainstream conception of America. Afraid of a tarnished image, the DNC announced January 

21 (1997) it would no longer accept donations from noncitizen permanent residents (which is 

legal). Senator Feinstein (D-CA) has stated that she will be “very cautious” about all Asian 

American contributions (Nash and Wu 16). Ross Perot, the DNC and others have racialized 

the campaign finance system controversy, making Asian Americans a scapegoat for wider 

corruption. Professor Carol Izumi of GWU fears this scandal could isolate Asian Americans just 

as the emerge politically (Nash and Wu 16).    

Asian American Political Emergence 

Asian Americans are emerging politically in the 1990’s by both electoral and  

non-electoral means. Renewed interest in politics seems to shatter the myth of the community 

being apathetic and apolitical. To protect themselves from discrimination and other crimes, 

Asian Americans must seize upon their opportunities in the American political system and not be 

discouraged by the odds. Below is a review of the scholarly literature which has discussed 

recent (the last ten years) Asian American political involvement, issues and the responses of the 

mainstream parties to these issues being raised.  
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 Asian Americans have come to be regarded as politically apathetic and in most regions 

are underrepresented (Nakanishi 2).  Traditional perspectives which are concentrated on 

electoral participation seem to substantiate this notion. However, Nakanishi is correct to note 

that most Asian American political participation has been of the non-electoral nature (Nakanishi 

3). To be clear, political activity is performed not for an altruistic sense of civic duty but to 

protect and advance one’s interests. To advance such interests Asian Americans have had to 

confront their near invisibility due to low numbers of voters.  

 Asian American voter turnout has traditionally been low. Ong and Nakanishi found that 

their registration rate like other minorities lags behind whites; however, of those registered 76% 

vote, a figure somewhat higher than the 73% of whites, 64% of Latinos and 63% of African-

Americans (Chang 2). The problem is that of 4 million Asian Americans eligible to vote only 1.2 

million were registered to vote in 1994 (Vietcurrent 2). This low rate of registration (the lowest 

of any race) muffles the community’s voice. 

 Voting in the U.S., unlike many other countries, is voluntary and is made all the more 

burdensome by registration. In several studies conducted in the postwar period (on the general 

US population), University of Michigan researchers (led by Sears) found the constraints of 

registration regulations had the greatest explanatory value for Americans not voting. Simply, 

potential voters did not know how to register or the registration facility was inaccessible. 

According to the FEC, Clinton’s Motor-Voter Registration program and concerted efforts by 

community groups have helped to remedy the problem (FEC). 

Constraints on Voter Participation  
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 For the 1996 election, Asian American and Latino groups launched massive voter 

registration endeavors, targeting over one million new voters. Volunteers, such as Sandy Dang, 

discovered many potential voters simply did not know how to register (Vietcurrent 2). Overall 

in the US population, voter registration is highly correlated with income, education and 

percentage professionals/managers; however, among Asian Americans these socio-economic 

indicators are a weaker determinant (Nakanishi 17).  

Nakanishi posits three major factors which diminish the propensity of Asian Americans 

to register: the language barrier; many immigrants come from countries with repressive political 

systems; and some are more concerned with home country politics than those of the US.  Asian 

Americans are two-thirds foreign-born and more than one-fourth (of those over 18) say they 

cannot speak English well (Nakanishi 16). In the 1996 registration effort, community leaders 

specifically sought out multi-lingual registrars to deputize for the process. Chang suggests the 

state provide translators provide translators and bilingual voting materials (Chang 2). This further 

could explain why Asian Americans and Latinos are significantly below African-Americans 

(who are generally native speakers of English) in registration rates. A breakdown of registration 

rates among the Asian American ethnicities would be instructive (i.e., South Asians and Filipinos 

should be more literate in English, due to its use as a lingua franca in their home countries, and 

more likely to register, ceteris paribus, than Chinese).  

Of the major sources of Asian American immigrants (PRC/ROC, Philippines, Japan, 

India, Korea, Southeast Asia refugee sources) only India and Japan have maintained 

democracy (of the dominant-party form) for the entirety of the postwar period. ROC has had 

one free election and ROK has been without dictatorship for a decade. The Philippines has had 
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mainly military dictatorships and PRC and several Southeast Asian countries (Laos, Cambodia, 

Vietnam) a “communist” oligarchy. Consequently, Asian immigrants to the US had little 

experience in democratic politics or even electoral procedures. When voting occurred in many 

of these states, it was accompanied by intimidation and a lack of choices (contestation) on the 

ballot. When they emigrated,  they had little practice and less faith in a democratic electoral 

system. A concerted effort of political socialization, as was instituted for previous immigrant 

waves, is necessary to give Asian Americans confidence in the system.  

Nakanishi discusses at length the political transnationality of Asian Americans. 

Immigrants have sought to influence events in their homelands as well as US policy through 

activities in the US. Of course, the KMT long maintained institutions in American Chinatowns to 

work on behalf of ROC interests. Many immigrants also have relations with and journey 

intermittently  to the home country (due to improved transportation) which may spark interest in 

those countries’ development. India and PRC are emerging as regional military powers and 

Japan a global economic one. Oftentimes, the émigrés (and even their children) are more 

concerned with the events occurring  in the country of origin than political happenings in the US. 

For Nakanishi, and also Chang, these factors are the greatest deterrent to Asian American voter 

registration. When Asian Americans are registered, they vote at a higher rate than any other 

race (Chang 2).  

Additional studies in this area are needed. Nakanishi’s study concentrated on Asian 

Americans in two cities (San Francisco and Los Angeles) which respondents he selected by 

surname (Nakanishi 9).  Cities tend to have a higher proportion of their populations industrial 

working class, unionized, and claiming Democratic party identification. By studying only cities 
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(n=2) Nakanishi may not have a predictor of the nation-wide population. Also, as he is aware, 

the practice of identifying race by surname may inaccurately reflect many multiracial people, 

those who have Americanized their names, those who have interracially married, and names 

which are ambiguous as to origin. Nakanishi understands these weaknesses in his research 

methodology but due to the dearth of data on Asian American electoral participation has made 

an important contribution to the field. Chang confirmed many of Nakanishi’s arguments some 

ten years later, relying on exit polls conducted by the Asian American Legal Defense Fund 

(Chang 6). (Asian Americans were selected by self-identification.) The ANES studies which, as 

of 1994 were still lodged in the black/white dichotomy need to begin work on Asian American 

politics. 

Asian Americans in Office 

The second form of electoral involvement is running for office. A long-established force 

in Hawaii, Asian American candidates are becoming more common on the mainland. 

Nationwide over 2,000 Asian Americans held political office in 1996 (Chang 9), mainly at the 

local level. As their party identification is split (discussed below), Asian Americans have been 

elected on both the Republican and Democratic tickets. Sen. Daniel Akaka (D-HI), Sen. Daniel 

Inouye (D-HI), Rep. Patsy Mink (D-HI), Rep. Robert Matsui (D-CA), Rep. Jay Kim (R-CA) 

and Gov. Gary Locke (D-WA) are among the most prominent Asian American politicians. 

Gov. Locke sees signs of Asian Americans breaking through the glass ceiling to higher offices 

(Chang 11). In its October/November 1996 issue, A. Magazine asked prominent Asian 

American politicians and political scientists “How long will it really be before an Asian American 
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sits in the Oval Office?” Responses ranged from “Now” (Rep. Kim) to “Never” (Prof. Peo-Te 

Lein) with most predicting in the first half of the next century (Chang 12). 

Gov. Locke’s election may well foretell of Asian American political success throughout 

the mainland. While Hawaii has a majority Asian Americans and California 11%, Washington 

has only 5%, much closer to the national figure of 3%.  Locke’s campaign received one-fourth 

of its funding from Asian Americans (one-third of which was out-of-state) (Ewell 3). Yet, with 

only a fraction of Washington of Asian descent, electorally Locke had to transcend race. Prof. 

Andrea Simpson argues that its easier for a minority to win in a state like Washington which is 

87% white because there is less overt tension and consequently less backlash (Simon 2). 

Essentially, minorities must reach a critical mass for the white majority to perceive their numbers 

and clout as threatening. At the beginning of desegregation in the South, University of Michigan 

researchers found most whites willing to accept “a few” African-Americans as neighbors or 

schoolmates; however, when the African-American  proportion climbed above 20%, the whites 

felt threatened and backlashed. For this reason, perhaps Rep. Bob Underwood (D-GU) is right 

when he suggests the first minority elected President will be an Asian American (Chang 12) as 

African-Americans and Latinos will have reached that threatening critical mass. Gov. Locke 

hopes Asian Americans will see benefits from the political system and increasingly participate as 

voters and candidates.  

Non-Electoral Participation 

Asian Americans have become more of presence in the US political system by non-

electoral means. Campaign contributions and labor (volunteering for candidates), registration 

efforts and political protests are the most common sorts of involvement. Asian American 
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candidates have relied own their community much more for financing than votes (Chang 8). 

They also often contribute to candidates in different districts and states. Gov. Locke raised 15% 

of the funds for his campaign from Asian American communities outside of Washington (Chang 

8). Asian Americans donate more to the political parties than any other group classification  

except Jews; this money is used to influence candidates especially regarding appointments. In 

California, Asian Americans represent 10% of the population but 30% of campaign 

contributions (Chang 8); Hamel and Schreiner argue that Asians use their money as a way to 

make up for politically insignificant numbers. They go on to argue for an alliance of Asian 

American money and Latino votes, on issues of agreement such as immigration and language 

(i.e. opposing English as America’s official language), to contest for seats especially in California 

and New York (Hamel and Schreiner 52).  Donating money to campaigns is the most important 

way which is currently politically feasible to advance Asian American political power; the recent 

fundraising scandal may scare many off from future contribution thus diminishing their ability to 

influence policy.   

Nakanishi cites domestic protest activity as an important form of non-electoral activity 

(Nakanishi 19). This includes strikes, petitioning, marches and recognition politics. Some 

recent examples of protest are JACL’s internment struggle and opposition to California’s 

Proposition 187. Such activity has a long history in the Asian American community as it was one 

of few ways to exert political influence before the granting of franchise. This will continue to be 

an important method of broadcasting the community’s message until registered voter number 

increase to a non-negligible level. 
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Hamel and Schreiner evince that neither the Republican nor Democratic party is a 

perfect fit for Asian Americans (Hamel and Schreiner 52). Chang found 51% of Asian 

Americans were Democrats and 19% Republicans in New York City in 1996 and nationally 

there were slightly more Democrats than Republicans (Chang 6). Nakanishi found in Los 

Angeles 48.5% were Democrats and 29.4% were Republicans (Nakanishi 10). In both LA and 

NYC there were 20-30% who identified with third parties or no parties. Neither Chang nor 

Nakanishi provide numbers for the mainstream population to which to compare their data from 

the Asian American samples. Hamel and Schreiner make their assertion without providing data 

for it in their article. In studies conducted for his 1996 book The Decline of American 

Political Parties Wattenberg found that 20% of the American population did not identify with a 

major political party. The figures Chang and Nakanishi provide may not be significantly varied 

from the general population. Yet, Hamel and Schreiner’s assertion may still be correct. In the 

classic studies of party identification, researchers generally adopt the ICPSR 7-point scale of 

identification or the “feeling thermometer” which allow respondents to indicate a difference 

between strong Democrat and weak Democrat, etc. Hamel and Schreiner’s claim may well be 

true but take the form of  Asian Americans weakly identifying with the existent political parties. 

This party identification is rooted in Asian American issues which have political salience and 

how the established parties address them.  

Asian American Issues 

The issues with the most political salience for Asian Americans are immigration and 

language issues (Chang 4;  Clark 12; Massey 2). Most Asian Americans are immigrants or 

children of immigrants. Asians form the bulk of the INS’s family-reunification preference 
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immigration (which the Republicans have attempted to reduce). Proposition 187 in 1994 (which 

would cut off welfare and public health to all immigrants regardless of status) made immigrants 

feel attacked and galvanized the community in opposition to this issue. The second issue of 

importance deals with attempts to make English the official language of the US. Many Asian 

Americans speak little or no English; officializing the language would effectively cut off many 

from access to government services. Currently, the INS citizenship test is offered in Spanish, 

Thai and Vietnamese; English-only ordinances may be directed at limiting the size of the 

electorate of the speakers of such languages.  

Other issues of importance to Asian Americans are welfare, admissions, affirmative 

action, small-business, economic/minimum-wage and foreign policy (Chang 4; UCLA-AASC 1; 

Takagi 1). Proposition 209 (1996) energized California’s Asian American community in 

opposition to its proposed destruction of affirmative action. Asian Americans voted 76% in Los 

Angeles and 61% state-wide against Proposition 209. Opinions on discrimination and 

affirmative action were consistent with the voting patter and bipartisan as 73% of Asian 

American Republicans and 79% of Democrats opposed the measure in LA (UCLA-AASC 1). 

Behind this ballot issue was the question of whether affirmative action policies help or hurt Asian 

American chances in education (see admissions, below) and employment. In Proposition 210, 

Asian Americans endorsed an increase in the California minimum wage 66-34% (UCLA-

AASC 2), an issue important to the working class and small-business owners.  Asian 

Americans have also expressed interest in foreign policy, a subject of peripheral importance to 

the general US population. Especially “political” refugees from communist-controlled areas and 

émigrés from countries now emerging as military and economic powers (PRC, India, Japan, 
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ROK) take candidate positions on national security and foreign policy issues into account when 

voting. Recent immigrants and their children vary most from the general population in their 

international interest.  

The Parties Respond 

Above have been mentioned some of the issues which hold the most saliency in the 

Asian American community and earlier the assertion of weak party identification. Hamel and 

Schreiner argued that neither the Republican nor Democratic party is a perfect fit for Asian 

Americans (Hamel and Schreiner 52). How have established parties addressed the concerns of 

the Asian American community? The parties have adopted positions of a number of these issues 

(Takagi; Massey) and appointed members of the community to government posts (Wu 1) in 

response to growing political party. Due to the remarkable diversity of Asian Americans both 

ethnically and socio-economically the major political parties have been unable to present a 

platform which could address the community as a block. Even some general positions of the 

community appear to randomly take plank from each party: support for affirmative action, 

strong national security, open immigration, anti-communism, welfare and public services, small-

business subsidies, etc.  

At the risk of oversimplifying, some trends in party identification shifts can be seen over 

the last twenty years. Parties have gained Asian American support as rewards for policy 

positions and lost it as a penalty. The 1965 immigration law revisions by the LBJ-directed 

Democratic party served to gain the support of a plurality of Asian Americans for a time. 

However, in the 1980’s neo-conservative Republicans adopted foreign policy, admissions and  

small-business issues as their own, selling the package along with its contrived “model minority” 
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theory (Massey 22). Republican President Reagan was very popular among Asian American 

voters (Massey 23) for his staunch anti-communism and his support of small business initiatives. 

On the question of admissions, there has been a contentious debate of which policy is 

discriminating against Asian Americans. Takagi argues Asian Americans get squeezed out from 

both directions: from the bottom by affirmative action preferences (to benefit the poor and 

underrepresented minorities) and from the top by quotas (legacy, minority caps, “academic 

diversity” arguments, and in rare cases, racism) which are addressed by separate political 

alliances (Takagi 116). Neo-conservatives gained many followers in the 1980’s telling Asian 

Americans they were the model minority and that preferences for African-Americans and 

Latinos diminished their chances of acceptance. In studies conducted by universities, 

discrimination from both directions was found to be limiting Asian American admissions (Takagi 

118). Schools responded by moving to class-based preferences which eliminated the saliency of 

this tool. Yet, many Asian Americans were Republicans for the Republican party to lose/scare 

away…which it promptly did. In the 1990’s, Asian Americans heavily shifted to Democratic 

identification as the Republicans adopted extreme positions on immigration and language, 

scaring the community away (Clark 12). Clinton demonized the GOP on these issues gaining 

massive support from the Asian American and Latino communities. For now, Asian Americans 

give the Democratic party slightly more support but seem to identify with a moderate socially 

conservative Democrat such a President Clinton. No party has yet found a perfect fit but the 

candidate Clinton has come very close. 

 The other method of addressing concerns is through appointments. After being 

pressured by the OCA and other groups Bush appointed 30 Chinese Americans to posts. 
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Clinton has recently nominated Bill Lann Lee as Attorney General for Civil Rights, the highest 

ranking position thus far in the bureaucracy for an Asian American. Wu writes that Clinton is 

very committed to having Lee as the top civil rights enforcer (Wu 1). Both parties have 

rewarded Asian Americans for their support by appointments.  

Conclusion 

 Asian Americans are growing ever-stronger in the US political system. Neither major 

political party has successfully addressed Asian American concerns; until one does party 

identification will not strengthen to an “assured bloc” level as African-Americans have achieved. 

Asian Americans need the political system to promote their interests. They must register to vote; 

they must donate time and money to campaigns; they must run for election; they must make their 

voice heard by elected politicians. They parties will become less stable electorally and financially 

(given a growing Asian American population) if they do not address Asian American issues in a 

fair and honest manner as well as allow them to rise in governmental and political ranks. The 

future of American society lies in its increasing Asian American and Latino ranks which must be 

included in the system. 
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